Abstract-Pedestrian detection is a challenging task due to the high variance of pedestrians and fast changing background, especially for a single in-car camera system. Traditional HOG+SVM methods have two challenges: (1) false positives and (2) processing speed. In this paper, a new pedestrian detection method using multimodal HOG for pedestrian feature extraction and kernel based Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for classification is presented. The experimental results using our naturalistic driving dataset show that the proposed method outperforms the traditional HOG+SVM method in both recognition accuracy and processing speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vision based pedestrian detection is popularly used for its low cost and high compatibility with other tasks, such as lane detection, etc [1] . However, detecting pedestrian from naturalistic driving data collected by a single in-car camera is a challenging problem because the pedestrian appeared in naturalistic driving data are of high variance in size, location, gait, pose, clothes and etc. [4] .
Pedestrian appearance features, such as shape, texture, color and other information, have been attested to be relatively robust pedestrian cue. In the past decades, many researchers have designed pedestrian appearance featurebased dection method [2] [3] . For example, in [5] , Gavrila and Munder proposed shape-based silhouette matching method to detect a pedestrian with existing templates. Similar idea can be found in [6] , Lin and Davis used hierarchical parttemplate matching approach. Haar-like features [7] are explored by Viola and Jones as a fast computing local representation. Later, Dalal and Triggs [8] proposed a human classification algorithm that uses Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) relying on the dense representation of histogram of gradient within a detection window and classification performed by linear Support Vector Machine (SVM). It computes local gradient histogram within multiple overlapping blocks and generates a concatenated descriptor of all blocks within each detection window. A lot of edge or gradient based detectors based on or similar to HOG were proposed later, including Edge Orientation Histograms (EOHs) [9] , LPP-HOG [10] , HOG+LBP [11] and HOG based mixture-of-experts framework [21] .
HOG-based shape detector has been proved to be effective in pedestrian detection. However, the speed of SVM training and classification is a concern due to the high dimensionality of HOG feature; traditional HOG performs multi-scale sliding window detection all over the frame which leads to at least several thousand detection windows per frame. The large number of detection windows, high dimensionality of HOG detector and the slow speed of SVM classification limit the applicability of HOG detector in large scale dataset processing.
In addition, HOG based methods have false positives mainly from objects and/or complex background with shape close to human body. We observed that a large portion of the false positives come from trees, pole structured objects and building outlier. Some false positive examples are shown in Fig.1 with the gradient magnitude representation. The gradient representations are close to human body while viewing in a whole, which generate a high pedestrian score after SVM weighting. Part-based model [18] [19] [20] has shown advantages in reducing the possible false positive although additional computation are usually expected.
Extreme learning machine (ELM) [12] is proposed as an efficient single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network (SLFN) which has generally good performance and fast learning speed. It has been shown as an effective learning method in a wide variety of applications. The efficiency of ELM provides the possibility to incorporate part-based model into naturalistic driving data process which normally has high requirement for speed.
In this research, a new pedestrian detection method based on multimodal HOG and kernel based ELM [12] is proposed to improve the processing speed of the traditional HOG based method and at the same time it achieves a better detection rate. The pre-screening step can effectively reduce the number of the sliding windows and false positives. The lower body detector is additionally incorporated the traditional whole body detector to effectively reduce the false positives. The kernel-based ELM is tested to outperform the linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with both better classification accuracy and higher classification speed. The experimental results using our collected naturalistic driving dataset show that the proposed method outperforms the traditional HOG+SVM method with lower false positive rate and fast processing speed. The detected pedestrian will be collected for the pedestrian behavior analysis.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces ELM. Section III discusses the proposed multimodal HOG and ELM based pedestrian detection method. The experimental results of our designed method on a subset of the naturalistic driving data is shown and analyzed in Section IV followed by the conclusion and discussion in Section V.
II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE
Huang et al. [12] theoretically and experimentally proved that ELM can be used as a unified learning platform which does not need to tune the hidden layer parameters as traditional neural networks do. Instead of using the timeconsuming gradient descent based learning method; ELM relies on computing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the hidden layer matrix [13] [14] [15] . In general, ELM maps any given SLFN hidden layer into a matrix form:
where a, b are the random initialized hidden layer parameter matrix, L is the number of nodes in hidden layers, G is the node activation function, which could be additive, radial basis function (RBF), etc. In particular, the additive node activation has the form:
where is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden node and the input nodes and is the bias of the ith hidden node. The RBF node has the form:
where is the center of the ith hidden node and is the impact factor of the ith hidden node. Therefore the output function of the SLFN can be written as
where ( ) is the hidden layer output corresponding to input sample x and is the output weight vector between the hidden layer and the output layer. With calculated hidden layer matrix of N input samples:
( ) ( ) ( ) and the target matrix: , then can be directly calculated as:
. (5) In this way, the input layer and hidden layer parameters do not need to be tuned and the network can be trained very efficiently.
Huang et al. [16] shows that dual optimization objective functions of ELM is consistent with that of SVM while ELM searches optimal solution in a greater domain with faster implementation.
Therefore ELM achieves better performance in general and multiple tests have also proved it [16] . In particular, for a binary case, the decision function of ELM classifier can be written as
where H is the hidden layer matrix calculated from the training samples, T is the target matrix of training samples and is a positive constant matrix for a stabler inverse result.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview
The diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig.3 . The naturalistic driving video is sampled and the generated video frame is first preprocessed and pre-screened to eliminate the non-pedestrian windows. Whole body and lower body HOG feature extractions are performed on the regions of interest using sliding window searching. The prescreening step dramatically reduced the number of slide windows. The kernel based ELM classification is then applied to each detection window. The classification results of the whole body and lower body are fused to generate the final decision. We will illustrate in details each step in the rest of this section.
B. Preprocessing and Prescreening
The large scale naturalistic driving video contains significant amount of information other than pedestrian behavior and interaction between vehicles and pedestrians which we are looking for. The preprocessing and prescreening step is shown in Fig.4 . The goal of the prescreen step is to eliminate regions where pedestrians are of low probability to locate within the whole frame so that the number of sliding windows can be greatly reduced. The rationale is that pedestrian will have relatively strong vertical edge response therefore ROIs are only detected at certain regions of the whole frame. The color frame and grayscale frame are both generated during the preprocessing and prescreening step. The pedestrian location constraints are first applied to narrow down the sliding window scanning region. The top part of the frame containing mostly the sky and the bottom part of the frame containing mostly the panel will be excluded. Edge detection and tree color detection are performed in parallel on grayscale image and color image respectively.
However, as mentioned before, HOG based methods normally generate false positives mainly from objects and/or complex background with shape close to human body. A large portion of the false positives come from trees, pole structured objects and building outlier ( Fig.1):  Trees sometime may appear to have similar local shape and edge response as pedestrians while encoded in HOG. Especially when the top tree shape is close to the pedestrian head-shoulder ratio and the bottom tree contains the trunk, it is likely to be recognized as human. The color frame is used to eliminate tree regions within the frame. The ratio of green component to the other two channels and the ratio of green part to the whole area of detecting window are two cues to separate tree regions.
 Pole-like objects have similar overall shape as a standing pedestrian. The strong vertical edge response will be emphasized by the positive weight of the classifier.
 Vehicles have strong vertical edges on the two rims of the wheels and the two rims could appear close to the leg part of pedestrian. Moreover the rigid edges generated by the vehicle frame can also generate high positive score after weighted by the pedestrian classifier near the head or shoulder area.
 Building outliers also have very strong vertical edge response in HOG representation. The positive score of the classifier will be emphasized by the dominant histogram contributed by vertical edge. Polestructured objects, vehicles and building outliers are considered having more rigid and longer vertical edges than pedestrian shape. A direct template matching between the edge map and a long rigid line template can eliminate a certain amount of polestructured objects and building outliers.
A mask map containing the possible pedestrian ROI will be generated by the prescreening step. The sliding window search will only be performed on the regions containing vertical edges determined by the mask map since a standing pedestrian is considered to have relatively strong vertical edges compared to the background. In particular, Region of interests (ROIs) in each frame will only be selected by the equation:
where W and H are the width and height of the detecting window, ( ) is the vertical edge map value of frame at (x, y) and ( ) is a Gaussian smooth filter. T is a threshold Figure 3 Flowchart of proposed method Figure 4 Detection window refined by preprocessing and pre-screening learned from the training samples. In this way, the number of detection windows will be greatly reduced while at the same time maintaining a high detection rate.
C. Multimodal HOG-based Feature Extraction
After the pre-screening step, each remaining candidate ROI is encoded into a HOG descriptor. We found that the lower body can provide additional cue for the traditional whole body model in an affordable extra overhead and it is effective in reducing false positives. A large portion of the hard examples with shape close to pedestrians in whole still have considerably large differences in the leg part, and the difference could possibly strengthened by a lower body representation therefore fewer false positives are expected.
The traditional HOG method relies on stably computing the overlapping local histogram of edge direction in a dense way. Each detection window is divided into 15x7 overlapping blocks and each block is further divided into 2x2 cells. The 9-orientation histogram of gradients is generated within each cell. The locally computed distribution vector is then concatenated into a 3780 dimensional descriptor.
The whole body HOG descriptor and lower body HOG descriptor are generated together within each detection window. In our whole body HOG implementation, we reduced the descriptor dimension by using a 1x1cell structure and a 6-orientation bin histogram, which comes up to a 630 dimensional descriptor. For the lower body detector implementation, 7x7 overlapping blocks is used which results in a 294 dimensional descriptor. The dimension reduced HOG detector can be trained and classified much faster than the traditional design with a comparable accuracy.
Each detection window is first transformed into grayscale image and gamma normalized as suggested in [8] . The window is then normalized into a 128x64 window and the 630 dimensional whole body detector and 294 dimensional lower body detector are computed together.
D. Kernel based ELM training
A training set including 1487 positive samples and 2857 negative samples are computed as described above to generate the whole body descriptor and lower body descriptor separately. Some examples of the training set are shown in Fig.5 (a),(b) . These samples are all cropped manually from our large scale naturalistic driving data and none of them are from the test data. The average gradient representations of the whole body detector and the lower body detector are shown in Fig.5 (c) .
Kernel formed ELM is applied to learn the whole body classifier and lower body classifier. The output function of extended kernel based generalized SLFNs has the form:
where T is the target label vector, c is the positive constant, is the kernel matrix with ( )and K is the kernel function. In our application, RBF kernel is used which has the form:
Where d is the kernel parameter that controls the width of the function. The whole body ELM classifier and the lower body ELM classifier are trained in the same manner.
E. Score Fusion
During the classification stage, the whole body descriptor and the lower body descriptor are generated from each detection window. The two descriptors are sent through the corresponding ELM classifiers and the two generated ELM scores are fused to generate the final decision. A set of fusion methods [17] is listed in Tab.1. We tested each fusion method by the pilot experiments and the one with the best performance is applied. Each classifier is assigned a weight based on its accuracy. The weights for more accurate classifiers are higher than those of less accurate ones.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A. Pilot Experimental results on test samples
We generated a set of test samples cropped from the naturalistic driving videos which are not overlapped with the training set. The goals of this experiment are (1) find the optimal ELM kernel, and (2) find the optimal fusion method of the lower body and whole body.
The test samples are cropped from our naturalistic driving data which are very challenging. The pedestrian samples vary in illumination, pose, clutter, etc. and the nonpedestrians included a lot of hard examples like trees, polestructured objects, etc. Some of the test samples are shown in Fig.6 . The top four pedestrian samples have different pose, shape and illuminations with cluttered background and the bottom four non-pedestrian samples are considered to be hard examples as they have very similar shape to a pedestrian. The performance of different fusion methods listed in tab.1 on the test dataset is compared in Fig.8 . MAX fusion method outperforms the other three fusion methods. 
B. Experimental results on naturalistic driving data
With the comparison results on kernel and fusion methods from the pilot test, we applied the proposed method on naturalistic driving data. The collected video content involves different driving scenarios, including different road types, weather conditions, illuminations, etc. Some examples are shown in Fig.9 . Twelve 5-minute test videos are randomly selected from our large scale dataset with over 3600 seconds data including over 100,000 frames. A training set including 1487 positive samples and 2857 negative samples are used to train both our proposed classifiers and the baseline SVM classifier. Traditional HOG methods construct a multiple scaled windows to detect pedestrians with different sizes which is very time-consuming. Given the fact that we have extremely large size of data to process, only three scales of detection window are applied and the sliding resolution is relatively sparse. The rationale is that, with the consecutive frames processed, we will be able to capture most pedestrians with an appropriate appearance size if the sample rate is set reasonably. On the other hand, since our study is focusing on pedestrian behavior and interaction between pedestrians and vehicles, among the frames containing pedestrians, we are only interested in the scenarios where pedestrians may have possible conflicts with vehicles. Pedestrians standing far away from the vehicle with very small size will be ignored as irrelevant scenarios and treated as non-penalty group.
We compared our proposed multimodal HOG+ELM method, whole HOG+ELM and the traditional HOG+SVM implementation of [8] in Fig.10 . Exactly same preprocessing and ROI generation methods are applied to each of the classifier test. The proposed multimodal HOG+ELM method slightly outperformed the whole HOG+ELM in reducing false positives and they both achieve considerably improvement over the traditional HOG+SVM method. Tab.2 compares the detection rate at multiple false positive rates, the proposed method improved HOG+SVM by 23.6%, 16.2%, 5% at 1%, 5% and 10% false positive rate respectively. The lower part classifier provides more discriminability while encountering hard examples (the common false positives of HOG we mentioned before) with the whole shape close to pedestrians. MAX fusion method is applied since it achieves the best performance. Moreover, ELM classifier takes much less time to train and test than SVM. In our implementation, the training on the whole training set only takes about three seconds and the computation time of each window is only about 1/3 of the traditional SVM implementations. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new pedestrian detection method based on multimodal HOG and kernel based ELM is proposed. The ELM output score of the whole body and the lower body is fused as the final score. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the traditional HOG+SVM method on our dataset in both accuracy and speed aspects. The data collection is still ongoing and more data will be collected and processed for future work. We will keep optimizing the detection algorithm. Detector which incorporates more information, such as color, pose variance, etc., will be further explored. A pedestrian tracking and behavior analysis module will be applied to analyze the pedestrian pattern and behavior which could provide more cues for the detection module.
